









        





        



 



      





          











     















  











        



    

           









    







   





  









 

 



 

 

 

 



 





 



 



 





 

 



 



 



 









 



 



 



  





 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 







 

 

 

 





 







  

 





 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 













     













         





     





         





       





































         



  



  









          

    







 







 























  

         







        

         



      















         



       

      





   



















   





      











         















 



    

















      

 











 





  

   

         





 

  

   























          

     













  





 





 



       





          

















 



  

  



    











 















      





    

















        

          











         







  

 

















       

  

 











  

 

   



 





 











  









 



       

         





            























      

     















     











    



            









        



  





























   

















      









 







    



















   



 



      

     

  



   

  









  



 

      







    

       















           

     

       



        







































   





 









       

       

       













    











 







    



    



       







         

 











            

      



  



    







          

         











        



          















 



   

 







  













 













 







           





       

     

 













 



 











 















  

 







  



       

          

























 



           



''I am

a Partisan, not Neutral and  I believe in Political struggle ..."

    









   



       



 





        





























   



 

































    







            

 

















 







          



 





 Utpal Dutta,  Towards A Revolutionary Theatre; M.C. Sarkar & sons Pvt., 14 Bankim

Chatterjee Street, Cal-73, P. 34.










